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A MINERAL OF THE BORACITE GROUP: AN EXAMPLE OF THE INSERTION

OF A CLUSTER INTO A THREE.DIMENSIONAL NET
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AssrRAcr

The crystal structure of trembathite, (Mg155Fe1.a3JVIns.orB7O1rCl, a 8.588(2), c 21.050(6) A, V 1344.5(ir) A3,was refined in
the space group R3c to an R index of 3.2Vo basel on 1.472 observedreflections measured with MoKct X-radiation. Trembathite is
a mineral of the boracite group. ln contrast to the cubic boracite structue, it contains only tbree borate tetrahedra connected ?rd
one oxygen atom. The borate clusters are connected to each otler by single borate tetrahedra. Vy'e designate the single borate
tetralredra as topolngically active aad the condensed fB+Ol or [B3O] groups as topologically passive. Connecting the centers of
the topologically active borate tetrahedra results in a three-dimensional net in which the nodes are isostructural to the anion
positions of the ReO3 structure-type. The anion position around the central cations in the ReO3 structure-type form chains of
comer-sharing octahedr4 which rve name as cso-chains. The same topology with four condensed octahedra [M4(O,OH)4]
(M = Fe, Ge, Mo, Al, Ge) sunounded by six ZO+ tetrahe<lra (Z = As, P, Ge) occurs in the strucnres of pharmacosiderite,
K[(FeO]I)+(AsO+)gl(HzO)e. In both cases, the strucrure-building principle involves the insertion of clusters of polyhedra into the
cso-chains.

Keywords: trembathite, crystal structure, electron-microprobe analysis, structure topology.

Solnaanr

Nous avons affin6 la structure cristalline de la ffembathite, (Mg1.55Fe1.a3,Mno.oz)BrOr:Cl, a 8.588(2), c 2l.05OG) A, V
1344.5(l)A3,danslegroupespatialR3cjusqu'trunr6sidu Rde3.iVo enutilisant l4T2riflenonsobserv6es,mesurdesavec
rayonnement MoKa. La trembathite est un min6ral du groupe de la boracite. Contrairement au cas de la structure cubique de la
boracite, elle contient seulement trois t6trabdres de borate li6s vra un atome d'oxygdne. Ces agroupements de borate sont interli6s
par un t6traddre de borate isol6. Nous appelons le t6rabdre iso16 ropologiquement actif, et les groupes condens6s [BaO] ou [BrO],
topologiqucmznt passifs. L'interconnexion des centres des t6trabdres topologiquement actifs mbne d un r6seau tri-dinensionnel
datrs lequel les noeuds rappellent ]e placement des anions rtans lss structues de type ReO3. La position des anions autour des
cations centraux dans ce type de structure definit une chaine d'octaMres d coins partag6s, que nous appelons chalnes csa. On
retrouve la mame topologie avec quatre octaddres condens6s IM4(O,OH)41 (M =Fe, Ge, Mo, Al, Ge) entour6s de six t6trabdres
TO4 (T = As, P, Ge) dans la struchre de la pharmacosid6rite, K[(FeOH)a(AsO+)gl(HzO)6. Dans les deux cas, le principe de
construction des structures implique I'insenion d'assemblages de polyddres dans les chalnes csa.

(Iraduit par Ia R6daction)

Mots-cl4s: trembathite, structure cristalline, analyse d la microsonde 6lecfonique, topologie de Ia structue.

IxrnotucrroN

Boracite-type phases have the general formula
MtfBtOnlA, wherc M stands for Mg, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co,
Ni, Zn, Cd, and A represents F, Cl, L Br, S, OH and
NO3 @urzo 1993). The framework is a complex net-
work of corner-sharing borate polyhedra with M cati-
ons and A anions located in the interstices. Most phases
show a first-order ferroelectric - ferroelastic transition
between a high-temperature cubic phase (F-43c) and a
low-temperature orthorhombic phase (Pca2) (Schmid

& Tippmann 1978). During cooling from the high-
temperature cubic phase to the lower-symmetry
phases (Schmid 1994), complex twin-domails form.
The lowering of symmetry is accompanied by a change
in coordination of one B atom, which is triangularly
coordinated in space grotp Pca21 (Dowty & Clark
1973). In the cubic forrn, the M site is in octahedral
coordination with two trans A anions (Ito et al. 1951,
Sueno et al. 197 3); n space group P ca21, one A ani on
is closer to the M cation, forming a pyramidal [4+l]
coordination. Iron-rich compounds show space-group
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symmetry R3c, with a structural ilrangement similar to
that in compounds with space group PcaLl,butwith a
different arrangement of the equivalent units @owty
& Clark 1973).

Trembathite was first described by Bums et al.
(1992) as a mineral of the boracite group with the gen-
eral formula (Mg,Fe)B7O13Cl. The ratio Mg/Fe is
greater than 1.0, and the structure has space-group sym-
metry R3c. This dist inguishes trembathite from
congolite @e,Mg)BzOrgCl, the Fe-analogue with space-
$oup symmetry R3c (Schmid 1970, Dowty & Clark
1973, Mendoza-Alvarez et al. 1985), and the low-
temperature structure of boracite (Mg,Fe)B7O13Cl with
a small Fe/Mg value and space-group symmetry Pca21
(Dowty & Clark 1973). Bums & Carpenter (1996,1997)
described in detail the phase relations of the boracite
minerals with respect to changing Fe/IvIg and tempera-
rure.

Here, we present results of the first single-crystal
structure-refinement of trembathite, and we show the
topological analogy of the boracite structure with the
ReO3 structure-type (Meisel 1932) by insertion of fBaOl
groups into a three-dimensional net.

ExpBnnmNrer

The trembathite sample is from the Baulby potash
mine, Loftus, Cleveland, England; this is only the sec-
ond locality for trembathite. A pink cube with an edge
length of approximately 2 cm was crushed and exam-
ined with a polarizing microscope. The occurrence of
large single-crystal domains in twinned boracite crys-
tals was reported by Schmid (1970) and DowB & Clark
(L973). One single-crystal domain of trembathite was
identified by its uniform optical properties in this work.
The crystal was mounted on a Nicolet R3n automated
four-circle diffractometer. Twenty-six reflections were
centered using graphite-monochromated MoKa
X-radiation; the resulting cell dimensions are given in
Table l. A total of 679 symmetry-independent reflec-
tions was measured (3 < 20 < 60'), with index ranges
-12 < h< 0, -10 < k < 10, O < I <26, according to the

TABLE 1. EXPERIMENITAL DATA FOR TREMMTHlrE (!l$.oFs'eMnodqolscl

a (A) 8.58q2)

o 21.050(6)

v(A) 13,r4.s(1)

z 6

r, (mm-') 2.99

qdo) Gion's) 3225

spa@greup Fl3c

F- r0F"t-tF"tyrl4l

wF =TzrfilFol-tFolfnfrh, w- 1

crystal sysbm
qysia.l s're (mm)

No. I

No. of unlque lFl
No.of lFol > soF

4,(%)
Rl%\

wF {v4

hoxagonal

O.21 rO,17 xo,oz

1472

679

429

32

2.6

method of Burns et al. (1994). The intensity data were
conected for absorption (psi-scan method), Lorentz,
polarization and background effects, and reduced to
structure factors. A reflection was considered observed
if its magnitude exceeded five standard deviations above
background, based on counting statistics.

Refinement of the crystal structure

Scattering curyes for neutral atoms, together with
anomalous-dispersion colTections, were taken from
Cromer & Mann (1968) and Cromer & Liberman
(1970), respectively. The SHELXS system of programs
(Sheldrick 1990) was used for this work.

The structure was refined in the space group R3c
using the positional coordinates of Dowty & Clark
(1973). The final cycles ofrefinement involved all vari-
able positional parameters, anisotropic-displacement
factors and the site-scattering parameter for the M site.
The structure converged to an R index of 3.OVo. The
anisoffopic displacement factors of the B(l) atom were
non-positive definite, and so we refined the isotropic
displacement factor for B(l ). For comparison, we trans-
formed the cell to the orthorhombic and cubic boracite
cells and we refined the structure in the space groups
Pca21 and F43c, respectvely. Both models refined to
an R index of 2TVo,wlichshowed cleady that the space-
group symmefrry R3c is correct. Final atomic positions
are listed in Table 2. Selected interatomic distances and

TABLE 2. ATOMIC POSIIONS AND DISPLACEITdENT PAMMETERST (x 1d) FOH TFEMBATHffE

Slto uauausu2u,,
M
B(1)
B(2)
B(3)
q1)
o(2)
o(3)
q4)
o(5)

0.7015(1) 0.8501(3) 0
0.101(1) -O.102(1) 0.1448(3)

-{.16e(1) 0.16e(1) 0.0884(4)
zts 1/3 0.10m(4)
o 0 0.1620(3)

0.74rxr(5) 0.0412(5) 0.0274(2)
0.mar(5) 0,04sr(6) -o.o3o8(2)

0.266(5) 0.e761(5) 0.0848(2)
0.4e34(s) 0.6660(5) -{.0562(2)

0 0 -0.0626(1)

100) 5(1) q4) -2(1) -5(5) 6(1)
8(1r

12(5) 6{5) 12(3) -a(5) -2(5) s(s)
10(3) 10(3) 2(4) o o 50)
8(2) 8(2) 8{3) 0 0 4(1)
7(21 6(2) 6(2) -3(1) -€0) 3(2)
e(2) 6(2) 5(2) -1(1) -s(1) 3(2)
e(2) 1(2) 7(21 -€(1) -2(1) 2(1)

13(2) s(2) e(1) 1(21 ',t(z) 7(11
13(1) 13(1) 12(11 0 0 e{1)

'lsotroplc
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TABLE 3, SELECTED DISTANCES [A] AND ANGLES TI IN
TREf\iBATHtTE

TABLE 4. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE
TREMBATHITE AND CONGOLTTE FMGMENTS
OF THE LARGE SINGLE CRYSTAL EXAMINED

IN THIS WOHK

Trombathlb Congollte
(n - 3) l\4ax. ['b Mn.lrg

hrc(2)
!vrc(3)l
M-o(4)
M-O(5)
brcla
lv!{lc

B(1rc(3)s
B(1rceF
B(1rc(4)f
B(1rc(1)
<B(1rc>

q2rc(3)s
B(2rce)h
B(2rc(4)
q2rcol
<B(2)-0,

M.012')
87.s(2)
s7.812)

I 75.0(1 )
8e.s(2)
e2.0(1)
e0.e(1)

1 1 0.7(1 )
102.3(1)

108.4(8)
I r0.9(6)
1o72(e)
110.3(9)
I  r0.1(0)
109.8(8)

[,bo
MnO
FeO
CaO

Bro"'
cl-O
Tohl

14.27
o.37

23.51
0.01
8,00

@.0,

-1.81

1 00.02

1.55
o.o2
1.43
n o o

7.OO
't3.01

0.52

2.095(6) O(2)--r\ir-O(4)
2.088(6) q3)Fturc(s)
2.020(4, o(2)-i/rc(s)
2.o66(4't O(2)-turc(3)b
2.581(2) O(4FM-O(3)b
3.507(2) O(3)b-l\,rc|a

o(2F[,rcta
o(5){rcla
o(4FM-cla

1.45(1) o(1FB(1rc(3)e
1.4411) o(1FB(1)-q2)d
r.4q1) o(lFB(lrc(4)r
1.56{1} o(3)€-B(1FO(2ts
1.48(1) o(3)€-B(1)F€(4)t

q2)d-B(1)-o(4)f

1.460)
1.4411J
r.48(1)
150(1)
1.47(1)

Mg'
Mn2*
Fge

CF
B+
o F

12.22 10.00
0.38 0.38

29.42 25,45
0.01 0.02
0.00 8.14

55.14 5425
-1.81 -1.U

100.57 100.€

1.34 1.'12
o.o2 0.02
1 .&  1 .U
1.00 1.03
7.00 7.00

13.00 12.97

0.45 0.38

o(s)s-B(2)-o(2)k 10e.7(6)
o(3}g-B(2)-O(5I 107.6m
o(3)FB(2)-O(4)i 110.e(6)
o(2)h-B(2)-O(EJ 112.8(e)
o(2)h-B(2)-O(4)i 1102(n
o(5)FB(2rc(4)r 105.4(6)

Es)FO(sIql,m xo 137e(2) O(5)k,FB(3rc(5)m 119.7(2)

a:,1+,41+y,z, bi)(.1+y,z, ailA+x, +y, +(4/z)i
di -"r'"+x, -1/"+(x_i, 2A+(z_rhli ei lh-y, 2/c-x, 4, tt j_y, fx, I
gi -46+x, r6+(x-l),?'k+(zrhli hi f4 1-x, a, l: -1+x, -1+y, 1
l:.'/"-y, -x, %+(?lai k I(lk-h, zk-x, zh+(?yz)i

lt 1/6+(!a-4, rh+y, +lz;hli mi th*, +(x-yl, %+(z:/a)

angles ile shown in Table 3. Structure factors may be
obtained from the Depository of Unpublished Data,
CISTI, National Research Council, Ottawa, Ontario
KlA 0S2.

Er-ecrnoN-MrcRopRoBE Arqarysls

Subsequent to the collection of the X-ray intensity
data, the crystal fragment used, together with one
additional larger fragment from the same 2 cm crystal,
were mounted and carbon-coated for chemical analysis
with a Cameca SX-50 electron microprobe operating
in the wavelength-dispersion mode with an excitation
voltage of 15 kV and a specimen current of 20 nA. The
following standards were used: dolomite (Mg, Ca),
tugtupite (Cl) and siderite (Mn, Fe). Dara reduction was
done according to the $(pZ) method (Pouchou &
Pichoir 1984, 1985); the chemical composition (mean
of three points) is given in Table 4. The unit formula
was calculated on the basis of 14 anions, assuming stoi-
chiometric B.

RssuI-rs

Refinement of the site-scatlering parameter for the
M site gave an Mg/(Mg + Fe) value of 0.51, which
agrees very well with the value of 0.52 determined by
electron-microprobe analysis of the single crystal

W(tub+Fe)

' QO. was cahulaled as 7.0 qptu (atoms per
formula unit)

(trembathite, Table 4). The chemical formula based on
results of the chemical analysis is (Mg1.55Fe1.as,Mn0.o2)
BrOr:Cl. A second crystal shows the chemical compo-
sition of congolite (Table 4), with variation in Mg/(Mg
+ Fe) from 0.38 to 0.45. Variation of Mg/Fe was also
described by Bums et al. (1992) n trembathite crystals
from the type localiry: Salt Springs potash deposit in
Sussex, New Brunswick. Those crystals showed varia-
tion in Me1(Mg + Fe) from 0.74 to 0.51. The crystal-
structure refinement shows distances and angles (Iable
3) similar to those of congolite (Dowty & Clark 1973).

Topor-ocv on rru, PannNr Cwlc-Bonacrr, Srnucrunn

Fundamental Building Block (FBB)

The structure of cubic boracite (Ito et al. I 95 I , Sueno
et al. 1973) consists of a framework of corner-sharing
(BO4) tetrahedra, with interstitial metal and halogen
atoms. The FBB for this structure @ums et al. 1995) is
an:tdlnnnn, showing a central atom of oxygen con-
nected to four @Oa) tetrahedra. In cubic boracite, the
central atom of oxygen occurs at a site with point sym-
metry 23, and the B(3)-O bond length is 1.693(5) A
(Sueno et a/ 1973), c^onsiderably longer than the grand
<1418-0> of 1.476 A in minerals (Hawthome et al.
1996). Significant anisotropic motion of the B(3) and
O(l) atoms is observed by diffraction techniques. An
infrared spectroscopic study of cubic crystals in the
series Mg3BTOrrCl-FerBzOr3Cl indicates that ttrere
are (BO3) triangles locally present in the structure

@urns & Carpenter 1997), n conhast to the long-range
structure obtained using diffraction techniques. In the
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Ftc. 1. (a) The [B7O13] group of the rhombohedral (or
orthorhombic) boracite structure. (b) The [B7O13] group of
the cubic boracite structue. The core with the [BtO] and
[BaO] cluster is shown in heavy lines. All other oxygen
atoms have been omitled for clarity. The shift of one B atom
from the center in the rhombohedral (or orthorhombic)
group is indicated by an arow. (c) The arrangement ofthe
fB7O13l groups in the cubic boracite structure with ReO3
topology.

low-temperature structures, the central atom of oxygen
is bonded to three B atoms only, and the borate frame-
work contains both @O+) tetrahedra and (BO3) trian-
gles. The FBB of both the PcaLl and R3c structures is
46 n:[$]<3 D<3 n><3 n>A.

Active and passive borate tetrahedra in a three-
dimensional net formed by cso-chnins

Another way to describe tlre structures of high- and
low-temperature boracite is to divide them into topo-
logically active and passive bora[e tetrahedra. Figure 1
shows pafts of the [B7O13] groups of the boracite struc-
tures and the whole topology of the cubic form. For clar-
ity, only the B atoms and the O(1) atom are shown. The
difference between the [BzOr:] groups of the cubic and
rhombohedral phases is shown in Figure 1. In the
rhombohedral structure, one B atom moves away from
O(1), breaking one of the four B-O(l) bonds present in
the cubic phase. The inner cores of the groups contain a
polymerized [B+O] or [B3O] cluster, respectively
(shown in Fig. 1 with bold lines). The groups and the
topology of the cubic form show that each [BaO] or
[B3O] cluster is connected to adjacent [B+O] or [BgO]

clusters by single borate tetrahedraat each vertex of an
octahedron. Connecting the centers of the single borate
tetrahedra results in a three-dimensional net, whose
nodes are isostructural to the anion positions in the ReOs
structure-type. In the ReO3 structure-type, the anion
positions around the central cations form chains of
corner-sharing octahedra, which we name c.ro-chains.
We designate further the connecting borate tetrahedra
as topologically active, and the [BaO] cluster as
topologically passive,becatse the single @Oa) tetrahe-
dra are the nodes of the cso-chain, and the [B+O] or

[B3O] clusters are, in a topological sense, only decora-
tion inside the octahedra of the cso-chains. To derive
the boracite structure, the topologically passive [BaO]
clusters are inserted into the centers of the octahedra,
each B atom linking to three atoms of oxygen of the
topologically active tetrahedra.

Insertion of clusters into the ABs stracture-type

The analogy between the ReO3 ftamework as an AB3
structure-type and the three-dimensional boracite net
can be expressed as follows: in ReO3, A is [6]-coordi-
nated and B is [2]-coordinated, whereas in boracite, A is
a [B+O] cluster surroundedby 6l2borate tetrahedra. The
structure of boracite can thus be written as (lr4g3)(Cl)

KB+OXBOa)oal.
A similar arrangement occurs in the structure of

pharmacosiderite, K[(FeOH)a(AsO+)r](HzO)0, and its
many isostructural compounds. Pharmacosiderite con-
sists of a \I61M4(O,OH)41 cluster, with t6lM representing
Fe, Al, Ge, Mo, etc. The four fused octahedra are
tetrahedrally arranged and are connected to each other
by six ZOa groups (7= As, P, Ge, etc.) surrounding them
in an octahedral arrangement (Buerger et al.1967,
Zemann 1959) (Fig. 2). A further example of an ReOg-
type structure is the synthetic phase Na3[Zn4O(PO+)oz]
(HzO)o (Hanison et a\.1996), with four (ZnOa) tetrahe-
dra (linked in the same way as the [B+O] cluster in
boracite) and surrounded by six phosphate tetrahedra.
The topologically passive [B4O], [Zn4O] and [Fe+(OH)a]
groups are inserted into octahedral units formed by
(20+) tetrahedra (Z = B, P, As). The octahedral units
form cso-chains similar to chose in the ReO3 net.

Insertion of clusters in AB2 structure-types

The insertion of clusters into square-planar ttnits was
recently described by Schindler & Baur (1997). T\ey
showed that in microporous vanadium phosphate com-
pounds (Schindler et al. 1997,l(}'an et al. 1996),
topologically passive fV5Oel groups are connected to
each other by topologically active (POa) tetrahedra

Gig. 3a).Connecting the topologically active (PO+) tet-
rahedra yields square-planar four-rings. These square-
planar units form twisted square (ts) chains (Smith
1997), which form (in this case) the nets of sodalite
(Frg.3c) @auting 1930) and synthetic-zeoliterho (Baur



et al. 1989). The [VsOq] clusters are inserted into the
square-planar units (Fig. 3b) to form distinct structures
such as that shown in Figure 4. Other clusters (e.g.,
[VIaOs]: Haushalter et al. 1989) can be inserted in the
same fashion to form microporous strucfures. The anal-
ogy between Si-O frameworks and vanadium phos-
phates as A,B2 structure-types is apparent; in the silicales,
A is a [4]-coordinated atom, and B is a [2]-coordinated
atom, whereas in the vanadium phosphate nets , A and B
each represent clusters of atoms.

Another example of an AB2 structure-type is
jagowerire BaIAI(PO4XOH)21 Q{eagher er al. 1974).It
contains edge-sharing pairs of octahedra sunounded by
eight tetrahedra, which are the nodes ofa net formed by
face-sharing distorted cubes. The cubes are arranged as
in the CaF2 structure-type.

tt99

CoNct-ustott

The description of complex structures, such as
boracite and pharmacosiderite, as simple arrangements
of complex clusters is elegant and topologically eco-
nomical. Furthermore, it reinforces the idea (Hawthorne
1994, 1997) that Nature uses a small number of basic
,urangements and produces structural diversity by em-
ploying a variety of FBBs in these arrangements.
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